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Denver, Colorado

Diet Pepsi offers $5,000
to winners of jingle contest
by Jennifer Ross

Smff Reporter
Students will have the
opportunity to win $5000 and
sing the song that Ray Charles
made famous in the "you got
the right one baby ub bub" Diet
Pepsi Video Challenge.
In a joint effort, Marriott
and Diet Pepsi is offering the
$5000 scholarship for the top
video. Auditions are being held
this evening before Thursday
Thrills in Marriott (IBA). Pepsi
will videotape performances of
students singing their favorite
veTS1.on o m:e sm:,l!, w\iic'h can
range from alternative, blues,
rock 'n' roll, classical, country,
latin, rap, reggae, to techno/
house. Students can perform
by themselves or in a group of
up to 25. Students will also
receive a complimentary ac.t of
their act.

The nationwide competi- with its plans. This effort was
tion is open to those institu- possible as a result of Marrtiott's
tions that Marriott provides food switch in national contract from
service for. A total of27 schools Coke to Pepsi this summer. Toe
are eligible to participate in- overall promotion will cost
cluding three institutions from Marriott $2000.
Colorado. They include Mesa
"We started early this
State College, Colorado Col- summer," said Cindy Sanford,
lege and Regis University.
Director of Food Service. " Pepsi
Entrants must be students. approached us first and then we
They can be traditional under- worked with them."
graduate, RECEP or nursing.
The initial selection will
The only videos eligible for be done by UN Productions.
competition are the ones done Some the things that the judges
during audition tonight. The will be looking for are humor,
maximum length per video is originality, and creativity. After
ten minutes. Only one tape can the to v~Jeo is selected from
be submitted per entrant whether the campus, it will be entered
it is one individual, group, or into the national competition
campus club. Students must be which be judged by Larry "Bud"
Melman of the David LetterU.S. residents.
The efforts of Pepsi and man Show for the $5000 grand
Marriott for the video challenge prize. The recipient will be
promotion started this summer. announced around December
Pepsi approached Marriott first 31, 1991.

800 attend
official
University
celebration

y Nick Jackson
ditor

Analysis

by Stephanie Roller
Smff Reporter
Eight hundred people gathered on the main campus on
September 27 to mark Regis
College officially becoming a
university on July 1, 1991. They
celebrated the evening of festivities bigbligbted by the announcement of the planned
library expansion and an orchestrated fireworks display.
Music, dancing, and a barbecue accompanied by a dramatic reading of the University
Mission statement by Todd
LaSala and Pam Espinoza enhanced the evening as the Regis
community celebrated.
"It's neat to be a part of the
Regis College name change to
Regis University," said Student

Julie Hewgley. "The anoouncementofthe library expansion is
something to look forward to."

Joe Clark: A Unique and
Pertinacious Man

Time capsule to be
buried under library
The above time capsule was built to celebrate
not only the dlange of Regis
College to Regis University but also tbe change of
tbe name of tbe Brown and
Gokl newspaper to the Highlander. This capsule was

sponsored by the editorial staff
of tbe newspaper in conjunc- .

lion with Public Affairs, Student Life, and Physical Facilities. It will be buried under the
new library when ground is
broken for construction.

On Tuesday, October l,
ben Joe Clark began his talk,
e told those listening, "Lean
ssure you that I.. .I won't bore
a. When you leave here,
ou're going to say one thing
r the other, 'Ilove Joe Clark'
r 'I bate bis guts.' Quite obiously, mostofyou are going
o love me."
How prophetic Clark's
ords turned out to be (except
aybe for the last one). Beause of the impact not only
f bis words but of the words
d actions which followed in
e minutes, hours, and days
o come, the Regis campus
as temporarily transformed
nto an arena for the spirited
iscussion of "free speech"
d what forms it should and
bould not assume. Passions

n seen on the university
pus for many a year.
ckles were raised on many
·viduals; othq backles were
1c=•c:UM;udue to the impact of tbe

original hackles.
of questions were raised wbicb
won't be put to rest for a while.
Is Joe Clark sincere? Is
JoeClarkahero? Is Joe Clar
honest? Is Joe Clark egotistical? Was Joe Clark a principal whose example should be
held up as a standard for others to follow?
Beginning on page 8 an
continuing on page 9 of this
issue, there are a variety o
viewpoints written from
couple of different points o
view. These viewpoints are
written by Regis students wh
are putting their names on the
line to profess what they believe. Agree with them; disagree with them; cuss at them;
think whatever you wish abou
them. Whatever you do, respect their right to say whatever they wish to say (within
certain necessary limits) an
respect their courage fo
publicly doing so. Hopefully
you will be the next to stan
up for an opinion wbicb yo
bold dear.

Related Articles
on P. 8 and 9.
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Cultural literacy examined Santo art represents religious folklore
trying to obtain more pieces of "We are lucky to have such a
by Del Stark
in Faith and Justice lecture Asst
religious folklore to add. Re- collection," said Fr. Steele. It
Editor
by Tom Newton
Staff Reporter
On Wednesday, September 25, the Regis community
came together for the first of
the Faith and Justice Institute
lectures on "The Challenge of a
Multicultural World." The
speaker, Reverend Sandra
Wilson, talked about her interpretation of "Justice in the Light
of Ethnicity."
Sandra Wilson got a "range
of responses. I think people
either really liked what Wilson
said and got psyched up or didn' t
like what she said because of
the capitalism business, but that
still got them going too. So
hopefully that moved people to
conversation, rather then just
pulling their stances for and
against," Dr. Blake said.
Reverend Sandra Wilson
called for a two-fold approach
to justice, "First, to see us as
relational persons in a community with stories, or differences,

but trying to cross the boundaries, or barriers. Second, is to
know yourself," to be in touch
with your own identity as a
person, Dr. Blake said.
"If you're going to have a
collective understanding or some
common understanding of justice in a multicultural world.
You have to have what I call
'cultural literacy,' or bow to
cross those boundaries and
understand the perspectives of
the culture," Dr. Blake said.
Student Karen Uecker
found herself mostly in agreement with what Rev. Wilson
had to say. As she understood
it, "If I can't meet you on your
terms then I can't understand
you," Karen said.
The November 6th Faith
and Justice lecture, starring Thor
Anderson discussing "How
Media Portrays Culture and
Affects Culture" bas been
changed to October 30th at the
same time and place.

Special Games:
fun for children
of all age groups

With the Board of Trustees' approval to expand the
Dayton Memorial Library,
Father Thomas Steele worked
hard preparing for the housing
of Regis' santo collection within
the new library addition.
The santo collection
is an assortment of New Mexican Spanish religious folk art
that represents holy personages.
A room to be added to the existing edifice of Dayton Memorial Library will be constructed
as a chapel in the New Mexican
style. This chapel will house
all of the university's santero
art as well as serve as a "tiny
working chapel," said Fr. Steele.
It will be the display case of the
university's santero art.
The chapel will be built to lie
along an axis in line with the
front doors of Main Hall, the
memorial statue in the Commons, and the remains of the
iron gate that once opened to
the drive that bisected the
campus.
Fr. Steele is currently
working on documenting all of
the pieces in the collection while

is becoming harder and harder
to acquire old pieces of Santero
art due to the unwillingness of
museums, chapels, and collectors to part with them. "The
regulations of the Archdiocese
of Santa Fe forbid the selling of
santero art which it owns," Fr.

Santo Collection: Fr. Steele is shown here with his
collection of wooden santos, some dated from the
eighteenth century.
Photo by Mike St. John.

All Cam~us
Retreat gives

Regis University

Nourishment

Editorial/Managerial Staff

Highlander

to Weary
Students

the sidewalk with chalk, meeting Paddington the Bear and
Staff Reporter
seeing how a fire truck works.
"It was neat to see bow so by Liz Harding
Colorful balloons, shiny
ribbons, painted faces, a 50- many students from different Staff Reporter
foot Keebler Elf and smiles .... groups on campus got involved
Over the weekend of Oct.
These are just some of the to make one event a success,'' 3-5, approximately 17 students
memories of the third annual Jenelle Martin, Special Games travelled to Estes Park to attend
coordinator, commented. "I an all campus retreat sponsored
Special Games Day.
Thirty children from the loved that unity."
by Campus Ministry. The theme
The day was for the young of the retreat was "No more
Round-Up Fellowship center
and 15 second graders from at heart, as Martin emphasized. junk food Jesus". The focus
Ralston Elementary School "By the end of the day, Regis was the diversions (junk food)
checked-in their smiles before students were acting more like people have standing in the way
playing the various games. The kids than the children," Martin of their relationship with God
children and their sponsors said. "The day wasn't just for and Jesus.
delighted themselves by toss- the youngsters. The college
There were several exering water balloons, writing on students got a lot out of it, too."
cises that the students participated in. They focused on the
present, what was going on in
their lives, and why they had
OUTSIDE SALES - PART TIME
chosen to come on the retreat.
They also focused on the fuEVENINGS & WEEKENDS
ture; what they wanted to ac$5 PER HOUR
complish in life, and how they
wanted to accomplish it.
PLUS COMMISSION & BONUSES
On Friday afternoon, the
$290 - $500 PER WEEK
group went up to Bear Lake to
reflect on a passage from the
Join the national leader in apartment inBible, and what affect that
truder alarm services, and one of the fastest
passage bad on their life. The
growing industries in the U.S. Cable or
chilly temperatures were offset
by
the beauty of the area, and
newspaper subscription sales helpful. Need
the students enjoyed the expeclean, neat appearance. Individuals with
rience
The whole weekend gave
high energy for outside sales.
students the opportunity to reflect on their life, and how God
Call Sondra at 329-9934
fits into their life. Many students
felt that the weekend was
TOP COP INTRUDER ALARMS
an incredible learning experience, and were sorry it had to
end.

by Andreatta Grisenti

gis' santo collection ranges from
an oil painting of the Blessed
Virgin dated to the second
quarter of the 18th century to a
two month old statue of St.
Barbara, protectress against
lightning.
Fr. Steele has worked with
Santero art a few years previous to coming to Regis in 1968.
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University Spotlight: English Language School

International Fair allows Regis to experience
global travel without leaving campus confines
member Dan Clayton, spoke ica.
on "Beyond Czar and CommisOverall, the fair was a
SIil// Reporter
sar," in which he spoke about wonderful opportunity for stuOctober 2 marked the fifth the reform process in the So- dents, faculty, and staff to inanniversary of the International viet Union and made compari- volve themselves in a display
Fair, and the second in coop- sons between the reform in of multicultures.
eration with the English Lan- Eastern Europe and that of the
guage School (ELS) program Soviet Union. The Faith and
<cont.from pg 2)
here at Regis. The fair contin- Justice Institute supports the Steele said.
ues to celebrate the aspects of 1 International Fair by providing
A santero statue is carved
international education by lectures based on the theme, from cottonwood root, and a
mixing both entertainment and "The Challenge of a Multicul- painting begins as a hand-hewn
academics. There was some- tural World." The next lecture pine panel. Each is covered
thing for everyone. ·
in October 9 at 7:30 in the St. with a thin plaster coating which
Early visitors to the fair John Francis Regis Chapel.
is then painted with home-made
got the best selection of the
The atmosphere of the fair water colors. All of the materidelicious pastries which were was explosive in energy and als used in the making of true
sold by the Language Depart- allowed people to travel to places santeroartcomefrom the earth.
ment. Proceeds from the sale such as Europe, the Middle East,
Santero art is a re-emerggo towards a Christmas Tree on Japan and Latin America via ing art form, Fr. Steele said. He
behalf of the Samaritan House. brochures, videos, and food. has written a book entitled
Activities included a film on Mariachi Bands, Latin dancing Santos and Saints: The Relithe reunification of Germany and a Japanese Tea Ceremony gious Folk Art of Hispanic
entitled "Ode to Freedom and some of the highlights and were New Mexico.
Joy". Melissa Connoly, ager- exciting for students to particiWorld Family: Niomi Sweet sells French pastries i
man, felt that the film was "very pate in experience.
MOUNT/AN VIEW
the Student Center lobby during International Day emotional and displayed the realMarriott also got in on the
DENTALP~
Sponsored by the English Language School in con life impact of what happened spirit of the day by having an
international
lunch.
The
cafe·unction with the Language Department and a numbe
tense days of October
teria was transformed into a
STEVE RUNNINGS, DDS
of other campus organizations, the day featured
Following the film was a colorful display of favorite travel
(Regis Alumni)
variety of exhibits, forums, performances, and Joo
informativepresentationonthe destinations providing an apom all corners of the world. The countries repre Mexico Project. Junior Sarah propriate atmosphere while
4590 Lowell Blvd.
sented ranged from Z,aire to Belize to South Korea an
Eads, a student who partici- students could chose ethnic
455-8962
IXlted last year, encouraged those dishes from the Middle East,
10% DISCOUNT WITH
a number of locations in the Middle East.
in attendance to apply for tht: Japan, Spain, and South AmerPhoto by Mike St. John. L£l1!:!;0~ram~~-_i.A~t_n~oo~n.:...,_Efa~c:!!ul!!;tL----------~~~~=======-j

I

by Monica Lemieux

Santo

t~~;J.

Life Directions Center
CAREER SERVICES
HAS SEMINARS FOR YOU!!
OCTOBER 16
"Career Opportunity in the Insurance Industry"
presented by Farmers Insurance Group
5:30 -- 7:30 p.m.

OCTOBER22
"How to Apply for Federal Jobs"
S:00 -- 6:00 p.m.

FLU SHOT UPDATE
Don't let the flu bug bite you!!
Student Health Services is offering Influenza Virus
Vaccine A & B starting this month.
~ollege students, because they are living and working i1
close quarters, are a target group for this vaccine.
Call Student Health Services at 458-3507
to schedule an appointment.
Cost is only $5.
Students, faculty, staff, & their families are welcome.

OCTOBER28
Public Service Company Information Session
Employment Opportunities for Science Majors
4:00 -- 5:00 p.m.
Stop by Career Services in the Life Directions Center to RSVP for any of the seminars.

CAREER SERVICES HINT OF THE WEEK:

CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT GROUP
for students recovering from
Anorexia/Bulimia
Call Jerene Anderson-Personal Counseling
for information
458-3507.

Ask to use SIG/ to help match your activities, interests, and
major with a career that's right for you!!!

STRESSED?
YOGA YOGA YOGA
Unwind with Hansa
Tuesdays---6:15 to 7:15 p.m.
Meditation Room, Life Directions Center
Cost: $2 per session or $8 a month
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Psych club plans
several speakers
by Brenda Mondragon

Sta.ff Reporter
The Regis Psychology Oub
is hosting several speakers this
semester for students or faculty
who are interested in psychological topics. The club bolds
meetings on every other Monday at 4 p.m . in the Faculty
Lounge of the Student Center.
At the next meeting, on October 14, a speaker from the Center
for Creative Arts Therapy will
talk about art therapy. For
October 28, there are plans for
a possible speech on the topic
of separation. On November
11, a speaker will talk about
hypnotherapy. The Psychology Club also hopes to combine with other area clubs in
co-sponsoring speakers.
The faculty advisor for the
Psychology Club is Dr. Gary

•

-

Former Dean of Enrollment,
Mills assumes Student Life job

Guyot of the Psychology Department. The club officers
are: president, Luis Diaz; vicepresident, Liz Harding; secretary, Kristen Flory; treasurer,
Louis Nyri; program chairperson, Luz Marie Jimenez; and
public relations, Tom Newton.
Members may join Psi Chi: The
National Honor Society in Psychology, through the Psychology Club.
This year, some members
will be presenting research at
psychology conventions. Next
spring, the club plans to have
speakers like a sports psychologist and a mystic, plus lectures
on topics such as biofeedback,
child abuse, and attachment
disorders. The club will also
present a job fair for psychology careers and sponsor the
annual "rat olimpics" in the
spring.

•

-

People-------------

--

By Michelle De Santis

Sta.ff Reporter
At the beginning of the
1991-92 academic year, Dr.
Esther Mills vacated her position as Dean of Enrollment Management to assume a new position in the Regis administration. She is now Assistant Vice
President of Student Life, and
so far, this new role seems to be
agreeing with her.
Dr. Mills worlcs closely with
Dr. Tom Reynolds, Vice President of Student Life, to promote student leadership and a
deeper understanding and appreciation of Ignation traditions.
She is also overseeing the development of the College Enhancement Program, designed
to determine what kinds of clubs
and activities Regis students
would like to have on campus

and increase their extracurricular participation.in them.
Mills said that two factors
influenced her decision to accept a position in student life.
"I respect Tom [Reynolds'] energy, vision, and management
skills, and this is a wonderful
opportunity to work with him."
she stated.
A second reason for the
change in jobs is that Student
Life is the one remaining area
Mills does not have experience
in. She bas seen the academic
side of Regis serving as the Assistant Dean from 1987-89,and
handled recruitment as Dean of
Enrollment Management from
the fall of 1989-91, but working this closely with students is
a new and exciting experience
for her.
"It's a whole new world to
learn what life is like for a

student" Mills said. Sheadded
that the Jesuit tradition and Regis
emphasi~e education of the
whole person, and her new
position gives her a chance to
learn about this concept with
students.
One of the first opportunities for Mills to learn about
what life is like for a student
came when she attended the all
campus leadership retreat at
Singing River Ranch with 108
students and faculty in August.
This semester she will be working to organize other retreats
and i.qlplement the College
Enhancement Program.
Fortunately, Dr. Mills has
not yet found a part of her job
she likes least. She is very
clear, however, on what she
enjoys most about it: "The
people I'm working with--staff
and students."

New Health Care Dean
- Ladewig brings extensive
experience to promotion

id

OCTOBER10
THURSDAY THRILLS

"Earthwood"
Ranger Station--9 p.m.
$1 or FREE with PAC Card
The place to be on
· Thursday Nights!!

OCTOBER17
THURSDAY THRILLS
Jim Wand,
Hypnotist
Don't miss out on
this Regis favorite!

OCTOBER18
Jim Wand Seminar
Learn the hypnosis
behind the show!
8a.m.
Contact PAC for details

OCTOBER 21
CENTRAL CITY TRIP!!!
FREE!!
Bus leaves Student Center
parking lot at 10:30 a.m.
Gambling has arrived!!
Play the slots or shop &
sightsee at this popular
Colorado mining town!

RANGER DAY!!
OCTOBER16
Be part of the planning committee!
Meeting at NOON--2nd Floor
Student Center

By Linda LaChapeJle
11

Staff Reporter ·
Dr. Patricia Ladewig is the
academic dean of the School
for Health Care Professions. She
has a doctorate from the University of Denver, a masters
degree from the Catholic University of America, and a bachelors degree in Maternal Newborn Nursing from the College
of St. Teresa in Minnesota. In
addition to these outstanding
accomplishments, she bas also
taught at Florida State University, Catholic University, Pikes
Peak Community College, and
Loret~ J:Ieigbts before coming
toRegism 1988. Ladewig also
worlcs as a women's health nurse
practitioner one day a week.
.
Regarding the Regis nurs~~g , program, Ladewig says
we ve been growing by leaps
an~ bounds." Ladewig explamed that in 1988 there were
10 seniors and 15 juniors enrolled in the nursing and clinical program. Today there are
39 seniors and 63 juniors.
Currently, The School of
~ealth Care Professions consists ~f the traditional Bachelor
of Setence in Nursing (BSN)
Program, the BSN Accelerated
OPTI?N, the Master of Science m Nursing (MSN) Program, .and Health Records Infonnation Management (HRIM)
Program.
Ladewig foresees the
Masters Program of Science "as
an are~ of growth." Another
area with potential is that of
Prenatal
Nurse Pract1·t1·oner,
.
which
Ladewig
regards asan
..
..
exciting venture for us ·" Even

Dean of Health Care Professions Pat Latewig.
Photo by Mike St. John.
~o~~ exciting may be the possibiltty of the School for Health
Care adding two new majors.
One would be a Physical Therapy Program which would be
for a masters degree, and a
second
would be and 0 ccupa.
tional Therapy Program for a
baccalaureate degree. Ladewig
says that these are "expens·
tob .
ive
egm and we are looki &
ext
.
ng~or
t:"1al funding because of the
e~mpment," Ladewig said. If
th1s ~es place, according to
Ladewig ' Reg·is U ntversi·ty
.
would
"trul
b
Y be a well rounded
sc ool as far as health
sions go ,, L d .
profes.
a ewig also said
that she'd like to see "&~acu l ty

research as part of a mission
and to work more diligently to
develop the masters program in
a university setting." Finally,
Ladewig added that a university setting is causing faculty
"to rethink bow we function as
a school and what faculty roles
within a university" should be.
The School for Health Care
Professions is a riew and growing area for Regis University.
Anyone who may be interested
in any of the programs can call
458-4168 for nursing, 458-4157
for HRIM, and 458-4344 for
the Masters of Science in Nursing-MSN Program.
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Larry 'Bud'
Melman at
Regis???
by Susan Kaiser

Entertainment Editor
Larry "Bud·· Melman, best
known for his appearances on
Late Night with David Letterman, announced that with a
formal invitation from the graduation committee, he would be
more than happy to parachute
in to the Commons during the
May graduation ceremonies and
be a guest speaker. Melman
agreed to this during a phone
interview on Tuesday, Oct. 8.
He couldn't specify what his
topic could be, but he said that
he would be delighted to descend from the plane in cap and
gown.
The interview was conducted as a promotion for the
Diet Pepsi Video Contest that
will be held in Marriott tonight.
Contest participants are to give
their best performances of Ray
Charles' famous "You Got The
Right One Baby Uh Huh" hit
song. The national judging will
be done by Larry "Bud" Melman himself. He said that he
looking for a video that is "original, funny, and upbeat!" The
winner of the video challenge
Please see Melman pg 12

Fine arts faculty share their images
by Janet Bartelson

an opera singer and her mother
an
art major in college. "I have
Staff reporter
to paint to keep my sanity," ElIn the basement of Main liott said. Elliott loves to teach,
Hall, the Fine Arts Department she says, "especially beginners
faculty are displaying their own because they are so receptive;
artistic talents. Richard Stephen- and they usually have wanted
son, the director of the Fine to do art for a long time." ElliArts Department, gives life and ott has been an active artist
tangible texture to the hallway both here and in other states
with his sculptures of paper and lecturing, displaying her work
pine. Sally Elliott tells a story and teaching.
with her colorful tempura paintGene Stewart, director of
ings. Gene Stewart shares his the Honors Program and a
vision through photographic Photography Instructor, has been
images; and Sister Lydia Pena with Regis since the fall of 1986.
touches the sky with her mo- Stewart also teaches humanibiles of wire.
ties and art history courses and
Stephenson has been with will begin a History of Media
the Fine Arts Department staff Art and Photography starting
for approximately ten years. He in the fall of 1992. Stewart has
teaches beginning and advanced been photographing images for
drawing and sculpture courses. over 20 years. Why does he do
He has taught everything from it? Stewart feels that "image
the Fine Arts Core to Design. makers have a calling to obBefore coming to Regis, serve something in their own
Stephenson taught at Univer- way and share it with others."
sity of Colorado at Denver, He says he calls attention to the
Metro.5tate College, and the Uni- subtleties that he's excited about
versity of Califomia--Davis .
His landscape photographs in
Sally Elliott has been with the basement of Main Hall, for
the department for two years as example, represent "marks left
a part-time painting and two- by civilization." Stewart also
dimensional design instructor. works with still life in which he
She also teaches and CU-- 'juxtaposes elements that cause
Denver and CU--Boulder. El- a contradiction between or
liott has been surrounded by art among themselves." Stewart
her entire life, with her father
hoto ra hs not for commer-

cial or practical, but solely for
artistic reasons.
Sister Lydia Pena has two
pieces touching the sky on display in the basement of Main
Hall. Pena came to Regis from
Loretto Heights where she
managed their gallery. Pena
currently teaches in the University Without Walls program
and has been an active member

in "Colorado Women in the
Arts," as well as several other
exhibitions, programs and social justice organizations.
Please join in celebrating
the fine arts' highly talented
staff: Richard Stephenson, Sally
Elliott, Gene Stewart and Lydia
Pena by taking a look at their
work in the basement of Main
Hall through October 20.

acuity Art: The above exhibits are part of the
acuity art show inMain Hall. The show will run
ntil Saturd .
Photo b Mike St. John.
GA MINUTES
OCTOBER 7, 1991
ROLLCALL
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
APPROVAL OF CLASS AND OFF-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
Molly Frrth, Off-Campus Rep was approved by a hand vote
which the chair recognized as majority.
Kim Aragon, Off-Campus Rep was approved by a hand vote

which the chair recognized as majority. Susan Kaiser, Off-Campus Rep and Razi Berry, Freshmen
Class Rep were introduced to the General Assembly as new
embers as well.

BE PART OF
A FALL TRADITION!

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL!
Ranger Station opens at 6:30 p.m.
for the 7 :00 p.m. kick-off!!
Come cheer for your favorites and
view the game on a
BIG SCREEN T.V.!
Use your Munch Money to buy
beer; pizza, chips, & soda.
· .

.

"
<

BE THERE...

••

"CAUSE' ALL. YOUR ROWDY FRIENDS
ARE AT THE PUB ON MONDAY NIGHTS!"

V. BUDGET
Aurora Simental, Treasurer handed out the final budget
figures for the 1991 fall semester. She explained that to receive
money from the emergency fund, one has to approach the finance
committee in which she is in charge of.

V.- PETII10N TO GA FOR FUNDS
Bridget Porter, Sr. Class Rep motioned for discussion of
petitioning GA for funds. Bridget took the floor, in which she
asked for 200.00 from the GA fund to assist the senior class reps
in programming senior days. This money would be used to rent a
bus for the first bar hop, and to pay some costs of color pictures
for the seniors in the yearbook. Peggy Gladbach, VP of GA
motioned then that Bridget would receive l 00.00 from the GA
fund, and to approach the fmance committee for the remainder of
the money through the emergency fund.
VI. STATE OF SCHOOL ADDRESS
Matt Gambs, President of the Executive Board spoke to GA
about goals for the year ahead. He stated that establishing
groundwork is primarily what the Board has been working on
which has been difficult. Yet, task forces are being set up,
students are being asked to sit on committees to create a balance.
The President's Advisory Committee will be established for all
Clubs and Organizations' presidents, to meet twice a semester for
an official meeting. The Exec Board itself will be undergoing
self-evaluation, voting power is being looked at for more
organizations of GA and the Nursing program is one that we want
involved in GA as well.

VII. PRELIMINARY DESIGNATED DRNER PROGRAM
Wendy Leonard, VP of PAC approached GA concerning a
designated driver program. She and Bridget Porter, Sr.Class Rep
are working together on this project in accordance with their
workships on campus. Education is the first step, with selfesponsibility being a key factor. A button is being looked into,
that a person who wants to stay sober for the night will wear this
button. Anyone needing a ride home will be able to approach the
button wearer and get a safe ride home.
VIII.ANNOUNCEMENTS
. ADJOURNMENT (for full minutes, please see the
display case by the snack bar.)
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Helwig hopes to meet challanges head-on
by Liz Harding
Features Editor
"To assist our students in
their needsand to assist the sen·

iors in securing job search skills
and job search strategies so they
can go out and find a job. "This
is one of the many goals Linda
Helwig, director of Career Services, would like to accomplish
this year. Another goal she has
for the year is to help the freshman determine what they want
to major in.
There are several benefits
of the Career Services department. One service they offer to

students is On-campus recruit· On
·tin brings
mg. ~pus recnn ~
representauves from different
businesses and job fields on
campus to interview qualified
·
c
"bl f t
semors 1or poss1 e u. ure
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department inc~ude Job searc
. and b search strate
~aran00
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ted out the year see re1a
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uce·
The Career Services department also offers a resource
room, which provides students
with an abundance of informa-

The resource room is used by many students
Photo by Carla Johnson

.
Tb
tion about v~ous careers.. e
·nforrnation 1s presented m a
i .
e ofwbicb
vanety of ways, som
are as follows:
.
·
d
l) Employee directones an
tw ki resources·
ne or ng
'
2) Free career magazines;
nies,3~~np~:;-:::do~=~aToe resource room is located in
the Life Directions Center and
is available to all students.
The Career Services department also provides career
counselling and self-assessment
testing. This part of the department fouses on several aspects
of fmding a career, includingthe
following;
1) Assistance in choosing a major;
2) Goal setting and decision making;
3) Assessing skills, abilities and values;
Tbisisjustapartofwbatcareer
counselling does. It also provides personality and interest
testing which can help a person
decide what major is best for
them.
Helwig bas made several
changes in Career Services
department in the past year.
There have been more publications about the Career Services
department, which allows more
students to be aware of they
offer. She also has extended the
hours of operation two days a
week. They are currently open
Monday, Tuesday and Friday,

8-5 and Wednesday and Thursday, 8 _7 Toe reason for the
·
change is to better accommodate all students. Toe resource
room operates under the same
b
ours.
The Career Services department is also now making a
special effort to get out of their
offices and into the classrooms,
as a way of reaching students
and letting students know who
they are and what they have to
.
offer. They also want students
·f th
ed
to know tha~ 1 ey ~e any
help with or mformatton about
future careers, they have someplace to go.
Another new program offered by Career Services is called
"Linking Majors to Careers".
According to Helwig this program will consist of "taking
each major and developing a
worksheet that we can give to
the students on like what kind
of careers you can get with that
major, what kinds of skills are
involved and where you would
go for research on careers in
that major." Helwig hopes this
program will give students a
starting point for deciding what
type of job they want.
Helwig thinks that there
are several challenges the careerservicesdepartment faces,
ones that she is working very
bard on overcoming. She feels
that the big~est challenge is
getting more recruiters for tlle

on-campus recruiting and
bavingmoreareasrepre~ent d
On
e.
e way they will try to over.
come this challenge is a c
day, which will be hel:~r
November and will ·
in
'
give stu.
dents the opportunity to explore
various careers (see related
article) . They are also planning
on sponsoring networking re
.
ceptions that will allow stu
.
dents to meet possible future
employers.
The Career Services deartm td
·'
P
en . oesit sbesttoserve
all the maJors. However, Helwig
says that "on-campus recruiting tends to be in certain fields
because they are the ones that
can afford to come on cam.
pus." She went on to explain
thatrepresentativesfromfields
sucbaseducationusuallydon't
have the time to come on campus and recruit. Therefore,
business is usually emphasized
because it is a field that can
afford to have recruiting representatives come to campus.
Helwig hopes that in the
future, people will become
aware of what Career Services
bas to offer. She also hopes that
more students will use the resources once they find out what
they are. If anyone would like
to make an appointment with
Helwig, or anyone else in the
Career Services departmen~
they can be_found in the Life
Directions Center or by calling
x3508.

Bi-annual Career Fair brings 65 businesses .to Regis
by Kate Skarbek

Sto.ff Reporter

'r

TbeCareerFair,anopportunity for students to investigate various careers, will be
beld Nov. 7 from 11 a.m. to
4: 30 p.m. in the Student Ceoter.
Currently, 65 businesses
have confirmed that they will
attend. They include profit and
non-profit organizations as well
as governmental agencies.
Immediately following the
fair, a networking reception is
planned from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
Only seniors and students from
the adult programs will be per-

mitted to attend. The objective
is to acquaint the students with
networldngandmakethemmore
comfortable with it since networking is the way many people
actually find employment, Linda
Helwig, director of Career Services, said.
To aid students in getting
themostoutofthereception,a
networking workshop is scbeduled for seniors on Oct. 24 from
4 to 5 p.m. in Career Services,
located in the Coors Life Direction Center. (see related
article) It is not, mandatory to
attend the workshop in order to
attend the reception.

Sponsored by Career Serv- ellen Hill-Smith, publicity chair
ices, the fair bas been jointly of the steering committee, said.
Participation will be easy
organized by Helwig, Carla
the fair will be organized
since
Johnson, Carrie Duran and a
several
different ways.
steering committee of 19 facIf
any·
students are interulty, staff and students.
This is the fifth Career Fair
thatRegisbasbeld. TbeCareer
Services staff tries to organize
afaireverytwoyears. Accordingly, one should have been
held last year but was not because several staff changes in
the department prevented it,
by Stephanie Roller
Helwig said.
Sta.ff
Reporter
Because it is not an annual
event it is important for every
Do you have questions about
student to participate, Dr. Jan- a career and don 'tknow bow to
get the answers? If so, then
Sigi Plus is who you should
ask. Sigi Plus is the computer
in Career Services that can
help you plan a career by exwill be held before the Career ploring information about ocFair on November 7 in order to cupations, interests and educahelp seniors learn "effective tional programs that are related
skills in order to feel comfort- to a particular career path.
able when approaching these
. After answering some quesemployers or any other employ- tions about areas of interest,
ers in tlle job market," Johnson Sigi will search its built-in-lisaid. The networking recep- brary and give information in a
tion will have from 40 to 50 variety of areas. The nine step
representatives to talk with and process gives the students an
would ~ a great opportunity opportunity to explore in depth
for semors to begin making a desired career and what it will
contacts.
take to get there. Tuey also
Anyone interested in ei- b~ve the chance to ask and rether of these workshops should c1eve answers to any questions
pre-register by calling Career they may have.
Services at 458-3508.
The information section al-

UpCO IDing workshops meant to help
•
•
•
Juniors,
seniors
prepare for future
by Linda Lachapelle

Sta.ff Reporter
Career Services is hosting
two workshops within the next
month which juniors and seniors won't want to miss! The
first workshop will be a graduate school seminar to be held
November 14 from 4 to 5 p.m.
in the Life Directions Center.
Carla Johnson, career counselor,
explains that the purpose of it is
to "show students who are juniors and seniors what types of
things to consider when deciding whether or not they want to

go to graduate school." Johnson
adds that other things such as
"the general application process, what graduate schools are
looking for in students, and steps
to take to increase chances of
being accepted" will be · discussed. In addition, they will
discuss how graduate training
can help students achieve career goals.
The second workshop, for
seniors only, is the Career Fair
Networking Training to beheld
October 24 from 4:00 to 5:00
p.m., also in the Life Directions Center. This workshop

ested in more information or
in volunteering to help get out
announcements, set up or take
down the fair, they should
contact Career Services, x3508.

Let your fingers do
the walking with SIGI
lows a student to ask specific
questions about a particular
career regarding the education
required, the national employ·
ment outlook, and the skills
needed. Other areas of explo·
ration include an Introduction,
a Self-Assessment section, and
sections for Skills, Preparing,
Coping, Deciding, and Next
Steps. These sections are all
interrelated and deal with spe·
cific questions regarding cboos·
ing a career path and laying the
groundwork to reach that de·
sired career.
The information acquired can
be a valuable reference and the
option of printing the answers
to the questions in each of the
different sections is helpful to
the student wanting to compare
several career possibilities.
,:me
Stop by and spend some IU''
with Sigi Plus and see how much
information is at your finger·
tips.
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Experiencial Education adds to in-class studies
by Liz Harding
Features Editor
"Having an internship is
like playing minor league baseball" John McDonald, a 1991
graduate of Regis said. He
went on to explain that. like
minor league baseball, an internship gives students the
experience of working at a job
in their field of study, without
the added pressure a permanent
(major league) job might bring.
The Internship program is
one of many services offered
by the Experiential Education
Department, which is directed
by Lynne Montrose. TheExperiential Education department
also encompasses the Center
for Service Leaming, Field
Experience and the Study
Abroad program.
The Center for Service
Leaming is under the direction
of Melinda Higgs, a 1989
Regisgraduate . It organizes volunteer opportunities for students
including the annual Read-athon, visits to soup kitchens,
and the Mexico Project. It also
offers courses with service requirements that students can
take for academic credit.
The Study Abroad Program
givesstudentsachancetostudy
in countries all over the world.
This semester, there are 10
students studying abroad in

Rome, Florence, London, Switzerland, Australia, Spain, and
Kenya. There is also one student participating in the Semester at Sea. "It is a good
opportunity to culturalize yourself," Senior Susan Kaiser, who
spent a semester last year in
London, said. "When you study
abroad you learn more from
experience than you ever would
in a classroom, and it. in fact
helps you identify with what
you learned in a classroom."
The most well-known part
of the Experiential education
department is the Internship
program. The Internship program is open to juniors and
seniors with a GPA of 2.5 or
above. An internship allows a
student to receive credit toward their major or minor, while
gaining experience at a job in
that field. The student is sponsored by a member of the department he is receiving credit
in.
Montrose has worked at
Regis for 10 years, and enjoys
her position. She especially likes
the fact that almost every employer she has worked with has
raved about the quality of the
Regis students who work there.
She said that several employers
have told her they would rather
have a Regis student work for
them than a student from any
other school in the area.

One challenge Montrose
faces is that at this time she is
the only person working on the
internship program. She says
this can be stressful because "if
I am running around the community, (looking for positions
for students) I can't be available to students, which is my
first priority."
Montrose prides herself on
being able to place people from
every major. She especially likes
working with tough to place
majors, such as math and philosophy. She feels that with these
majors the diversity of possible
jobs is much greater, which
makes finding the student a job
they will enjoy a lot more challenging.
One thing about the internships that Montrose stressed is
that it is not necessary to do
something just because it is
related to your major. She feels
that it important to "do something that you love." She mentioned that there are students
who have combined their interests and hobbies with their majors and are extremely enthusiastic about their internships.
Internships are not only
good for gaining experience in
future areas of employment.
They are also good for helping

Photo by Mike St. John
a student discover what he
doesn't want to do. Montrose
mentioned one student who was
an accounting major. Through
her internship, this student discovered that she actually hated
accounting, and that she had
majored in it due to the influence of her family . She is now
teaching English to students in
Japan and loving it. In her case,
the internship helped her discover that accounting was not
something that she wanted to
do.
According to McDonald,
there are several ways that an
internship can help a student.

He says it gives students the
experience of knowing what
goes on in a business on a day
to day basis. It also gives a
student chance to network with
people in his field.
Montrose is very enthusiastic about helping students in
every way possible. She feels
that the Experiential Education
Department gives students a
chance to "add a real life dimension to theoretical in-class
studies." If anyone has any
questions about the Experiential Education department.
Montrose can be reached in
Loyola 26 or by dialing x4943

areer Corner
work habits during college. I
you have the personal manage
ment
skills mastered, it will
Although graduation may
easier
to handle new and diffi
eem like a long way off, now
cult
work
assignments.
s when students are laying the
Regardless
of your posi
oundations for their first protion, learn to write.
essional work experiences.
Gain interpersonal skill
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and verbal communicatio
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PARTY IN THE REGIS TRADITION!
11

The Friday Afternoon Club

F.A.C. in the Ranger Station

October 11, 1991

~~
with
(• • "JEALOUS SAINTS"
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

DON'T MISS OUT
ONTHE

F-U-N OF AN F.A.C.!!
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No fees up to my knees, please

Today I have some questions regarding science laboratory
fees.
Why do all my lab professors say that lab fees don't go into
a laboratory budget?
Where do my $90 lab fees go?
Dominic Dezzulti: gosh, you
Why
are students charged lab fees if the laboratory and its
looked great in a toga.
budget don't receive the charged fees?
Did I pay for that frog I dissected in Organismic Lab? Or the
Chris Judge, is team power
fetal
pig? The grasshopper? Starfish? Crayfish? Earthworm or
keeping you up late at night?
sheep' s brain? If I didn't pay for the frog with my lab fee, who
Stan Richard, how are the West did?
Did I get stuck for the bill on all that broken glassware in
Hall ghosts?
General Chemistry Lab? Did I pay for those spilt chemicals? And
Dr. Wagner, how did you get all Xeroxed copies of periodic charts for tests?
Physics Lab ....puzzling. Do I pay for all the physics toys?
rid of that body? Do the Jesuits
know you're practicing unethi- The broken stop watches that cost $60 a crack? Lost mass chips?
cal Operation Research? Where Why then, since my professors say they don' t see hide or tail of
did that variable come from my lab fee, do I have to fork up the extra cash? I find it peculiar
that the university charges fees on labs, but sends lab money to a
anyway?
department other than the intended lab.
Who got that money?
Kerry Wanser, did you meet
Are the students that are taking laboratory classes being
the man of your dreams in
taken
for $90? Is the lab department being taken for $90? Is the
Nebraska?
university making a quick profit on students who engage in labs?
Dave Lowe, where is your What' s really going on here?
This raises questions about all the fees students have to pay.
underwear drawer?
Why do students have to pay a $85 fee for Health Services and
Bob Branning and Rick Counseling if they have an off-campus doctor, or an insurance
Parker, fall down any stairs . policy under a parent's employer?
What is the student activity fee for? I have to pay $55 to be
lately?
active? Ifl am an inactive student can I get out of paying this fee?
Orientation fee? What if new freshmen don't attend the
Chris Pramek's hidden talent:
orientation? Do they still get stuck paying $55? Why do new
Bob Dylan voice impressions
freshmen students have to pay more money to have papers
Davida Olguin---"There's a processed at orientation after they have already paid the $35
application fee?
·
fork over here."
Freshman Success Program fee of $1000? Isn't that rather
Keith Eldridge, would you tell steep? Open Learning Center Commitment Program Fee of
us why you should never look $1000? What the heck is that for? Who got stuck with that one?
Language Lab fee? $45? Get real! There aren't even any
directly at a light bulb when
language labs!
turning it on? .
Drop/Add fee of $20? What if it was the old computer's fault
that a scheduling error happened my way? Do I have to pay for
All submissions for On
the computer's bumbling?
Campus Lately must include
Withdrawal fee? I've got to pay $10 to withdraw from a class
a signature and a phone numthat
I
have already paid $336 per credit hour for? What a rip off!
ber. The Highlander will not
And
what about this graduation fee of $80? Doesn't my
print comments for this col$5, 170 semester tuition pay for my graduation in four years? I
umn which are vicious or vulhave to pay $80 to get out of here? Isn't that like pouring salt on
gar.
a open wound? Wow, to graduate in four years - that's $41,360
The Highlander office
is located in Room 211 of the
for tuition, plus the amount of all of my fees, and that extra $80
Student Center.
to graduate.
What an interesting bunch of questions.

Brian Politz, is it true that you
are dating the entire Mickey
Mouse Club??

Fraternities, sororities,
campus organizations,
highly motivated individuals
Travel FREE
plus earn up to $3000+
selling
SPRING BREAK trips
to Cancun
South Padre Island
Bahamas/Cruise*Acapulco:
1-800-258-9191
TYPING, WRITING AND
EDITING SERVICES
Complete typing services using
WordPerfect 5.1 and laser printer.
Theses, term papers, reports, resumes,
letters, mailing lists, etc. Writing and
editing services also available. Sixteen years experience. Please call
424-3492; leave message.

FREE TRAVEL, CASH,
AND EXCELLENT
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
ppenings available for individuals o
'1Udent organizations to promote th,
~ountry's most successful SPRINC
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

From the Heart
by Nick Jackson

Dear----------:

(Editor's Note: The text that follows is from a letter placed in the
time capsule to be buried during the groundbreaking of the
library. This time capsule is scheduled to be unearthed at the
100th anniversary of the changing of the name of the college to
Regis College.)
Hello from the world of September 27, 1991. I bet things are
quite a bit different for us (ifl' m still alive!) here in the future than
they are here for me (us?) here in the 20th century.
They say the only thing that's really predictable in this world
is change. I bet that even from where you are now, these past few
years (late '80's, early '90' s) are still viewed with a bit of
astonishment; it seems that even time can't catch up! I know that
right now Rand McNally mapmakers are pulling their hair out.
They are certainly swimming in the money they' re making for
selling maps which are outdated almost before they hit the stands!
What's happening in the world? Let's begin with a segment
of history. As you probably know, before the United States
entered The Great War, now World War I, a gargantuan eastern
country crumbled from within. Russia found itself in a revolution
of ideals as a charismatic leader named V .I. Lenin and his
followers deposed the last czar and installed a communist regime.
Communism became the hated word of the 50's, the 60's, the
70's, the 80's, and ... died (maybe). On November 9, 1989, the
Berlin Wall, over which several people had climbed (and many
had attempted to climb with fatal results), was opened to the
West. Thousands of jubilant citizens almost immediately clambered over it and began to grind it under the feet of freedom, not
oppression. One year later, in October of 1990, Germany was
resurrected as a unified country. "What?!" I said. "That bastion
of totalitarianism, the Berlin Wall, now being crawled on,jumped
over, spit on, laughed at, and touched... in the United States! No
more East Germany?! Pinch me." Here at Regis, I touched the
Berlin Wall and admired the graffiti on one side. My textbook
still has the two Germany's on the maps.
During the months following the crumbling of the Berlin
Wall, communism would continue to bow out in country after
country as people began to rise up in larger and larger numbers
and make their voices heard. Romania's dictator Ceausescu was
executed by "his" people. Poland's Lech Walesa, the spokesperson for Solidarity, became its new political spokesperson as
leader of an independent nation. Czechoslovakia changed leaders, with a novelist assuming power. A non-communist but still
oppressive South Africa finally began to unravel apartheid. The
list goes on.
Then, the Soviet Union, a state without a corresponding
nation, basically dissolved. The Cold W arwas over. People were
talking about peace dividends which would solve all our extensive domestic problems. We had nobody to aim our missiles at.
Gorbachev, the president, was asking us for money and promising
reforms. Boris Yeltsin was popularly elected president of the
Russian republic. A couple of weeks ago, he helped rescue
Gorbachev from a group of hard-liners who decided order was
better than freedom and bread was better than dissent.

Continued Next Issue

Commentary:
Joe Clark talk creates controversy
10-07-91

inappropriate. We would first like to clarify that our objections
are not to a student thinking independently, having an alternative
We, the Student Executive Board of Regis College of Regis viewpoint, or exercising their right to express said viewpoint. Our
University, wish to take this opportunity to issue a public state- message is that any viewpoint must be expressed with regard to
ment about the behavior of Daniel Hattrup on October 1st, 1991 etiquette, decorum and tact. It is acceptable to question, disagree
during the guest lecture by Joe Clark in our cafeteria. For those with, or even argue with a speaker, as long as it is done respectwho were not present at this event, a recap is in order. Mr. Hattrup fully, politely, and in a manner that is conducive to lecture and
rose to speak during the question and answer secti9n after Mr. learning. We would like to remind all students, and especially
Clark's lecture. He began to voice his disagreement with the Daniel, that when a student stands up and is rude or disrespectful,
speaker's philosophy, and emotionally present an alternative it does not just reflect on that student, it reflects on all of us. We,
viewpoint. As the speaker responded, the audience cheered. Mr. many of our constituents, and members of the faculty, staff and
Hattrup became frustrated, moved through the crowd, and ap- community were embarrassed and ashamed by the actions we
proached the podium to further assert his point. He called the wiblessedatthislecturebyaRegisstudentwholostcontrolofhis
speaker by his first name, raised his voice in anger, and verbally emotions and ideas. This is the reason that we condemn the inassaulted Mr. Clark saying, "You sold out Joe." After a period of appropriate behavior that was exuded by Mr. Hattrup on October
approximately five minutes, Mr. Hattrup was dismissed by Mr. · 1, 1991. We would ask him, and others like him, to continue to
Clark who thanked the student for his opinion but clearly stated come and participate in other lectures and events on campus, but
that he disagreed.We hereby denounce Mr. Hattrup's behavior to be tasteful, courteous and keep emotions and outbursts under
andwishtoisolatethereasonswhywearedeclaringitthoroughly control.
Related Articles on P. 9
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oe Clark: Student Reaction

Announcements

An Alternate Perspective
(or is it after all?)

Winter oommencemen
corning up

To the &litor:

Joe Clark at the beginning of his speech told us that we need
to say things we believe to be true, to stand up for what we
believe, to think independently. He said we need to be honest
with each other. He said we need to understand that we can all
be successful, but only when we assert ourselves and refuse to
give in to what the system puts up against us.
Clark calls for a reprioritization regarding the allocation of
funds for education. Yet he welcomed Warner Brothers when
they came to his door with a check. He sold out and bought a
BAAAADD patio. He didn't divert the money to helping where
he saw the problem ... he spent it on himself. This isn't an
injunction against his actions. It's a call to the realization of what
he is doing. He says one thing and turns around and does another.
Joe Clark says that he is honored to be invited to such a
thinking institution as Regis University. Yet, when one man has
the courage to stand in front of our community and deny what
Oark says in its entirety, this courageous individual is cast out by
his fellow students. Only those few who have learned to think are
able to appreciate what this individual has said. A thinking
community would have the capacity to realize what this outspoken individual has said, and call the speaker to respond.
Clark told many lies. I will mention but two. First, he said
that he cared about students. Second, he said that he was in front
of a thinking community. Yet, he was disrespectful and dismissive of the aforementioned student. And Regis is an affective
community.
We think with our hearts. When one man can pull the strings
tied to our hearts, our community applauds. Many members of
our community have yet to learn about the dangers of blindly
following charismatic figures. Heaven forbid (and God strike
down) the man who has the ability to think independently.

Dan Hattrup
The Original Duplication Costs of this Independent View Paid
for by The Regis College Philosophy Club.

We, as concerned students, feel it is our duty to comment on the
events that occurred during the Joe Clark lecture in the cafeteria
on October l. The following is our opinion about the behavior
that was exuded by Daniel Hattrup.
The fact that Dan expressed an alternative viewpoint is NOT the
issue. We, and Joe Clark, were prepared to accept individual and
differing opinions. However, the manner in which those opinions
were displayed was entirely inappropriate. It is within the
student's rights to both disagree and express discontent, but
verbally attacking the speaker and physically approaching the
podium in rage is altogether indecorous. We are entirely appalled, embarrassed and outraged by the way Dan handled himself. Members of the student body, faculty, staff, and community
were made to feel uncomfortable and ashamed by the rude,
tactless and disrespectful behavior of a Regis student who lost
control of his emotions and ideas.
Further, we do not accept the explanation and continued attack on
the speaker which was printed and posted by the Philosophy Club
following the episode. This disappointing summation which was
sponsored by an esteemed Philosophy Club, called Clark first and
foremost a liar, and then proceeded to assert that he was "disrespectful and dismissive" of Mr. Hattrup. To clear up any
confusion that this might have created, we, his fellow students,
would like to point out that if ANYONE was disrespectful and
dismissive, it was HE.
In sincere hopes that this kind of embarrassment will not happen
again,
Tammy Brannen
Dominic Dezzutti
Pam Espinoza
Richard A. Evans II
Pete Gormley
Debbie Hall
Liz Harding
Todd A. LaSala

Kelly Mclnemey
Kendra Mondragon
Tom Newton
Tim O'Leary
Stephanie Pearson
Aurora Simental
Michelle Smith
Marguerite Toledo

For all students who gradu
ate at the end of the Fall semes
ter or who graduated in th
Summer semester and plan t
participate in the Winter 1991
Commencement, the followin
dates are important:
Sunday, December 8, 11:
a.m. Baccalaureate Mass con
ducted by Campus Ministry
St. John Francis Regis Chape
on Lowell Campus.
Saturday, December 14
10:00 a.m. Winter Commence
ment. Held in the Regis Uni
versity Fieldhouse. Receptio
will follow .
Graduates may pick up te
complimentary announcemen
order additional announce
ments, and receive their cap
and gowns at the Adult Learn
ing Center Lounge area o
Tuesday, November 5, betwee
4:30 and 6:30 p.m .
Students will be able t
keep both their caps and gowns.
All graduates unable to atten
the designated cap and gow
location should contact th
graduation department in th
O ' Sullivan Center in the Of
flee of the Registrar. Studen
who have further concerns re
garding commencement ma
contact the department at 458
4931 or 458-3596.

lark talk a good opportunity
o question established viewpoints
Some members of our community believed that Joe Clark
dnoplace coming to speak at Regis University. They thought
t Clark's appearance at our college was inappropriate. I
ked Joe Clark to speak at Regis because he is an intriguing
with unique ideas, someone who challenges commonly
eld views; regardless of whether or not we agree wi~ him, we
we ourselves the opportunity to question openly our ideals and
liefs. Joe Clark presented one such opportunity. .
Following the lecture, the Philosophy Club patd for the
uplication of the Independent View distributed around the
egis campus; this does not mean that the mem~rs of the Club
ted the letter. I have been disappointed to witness so many
n our Regis community making such rash judgments without
eviewing the facts. If an individual expresses an unpopular
iew, and a club to which that person belongs supports hi-s/her
·ght to maintain that opinion -- regardless of whether or n?t the
rganization as a whole~ with it -- does that automatically
criminate the entire organization?
As I witnessed many in the audience of the October I lecture
upporting Joe Clark's ridicule and dismissal o~ Dan ~at~p, I
as frustrated that the situation had reached the mtens1ty it had.
oe Clark is an educator and a lecturer, and should have treated
y question sincerely, regardless of its phrasing; if he was
cting responsibly in my view,he would have answered ~an
ttrup's questio~ promptly, instead of mocking a senous
robing into his views and actions. If Clark had answered
ttrup's question, Hattrup probably would not have felt ~e
stration that caused him to approach Clark. But Joe Cl~k did
ismiss Dan Hattrup, with the encouragement of many m the
udience.
h.
Regis' aims as a liberal arts institu~on include te:/~!
dividuals to question and analyze the issues broug~t . 0
em. If we cannot support this exploration of altemattv~ td~
d views whether from a controversial figure, or a quesuomng
• will fail the ambitions of the "educauon
· " we came
tudent, we
o Regis to receive.
incerely,
laire Russell
.
. ture/Culture Chair, Programming Activities Council
sident, Regis Philosophy Club

( RANGER STATION BLUES BUSTERS)
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

•• •TUESDAYS IN THE PUB :

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Be there on OCTOBER 15
The 1st Annual Ranger Station Pool Tournament
Be part of the billiards competition!

Then don,t miss OCTOBER 22
A Night At the Races!!
Be at the Pub for Horseracing!
Look for details around campus and
at the Ranger Station.

The week's work got you down?
Then join the Tuesday Night Blues Busters!!
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Ranger women go 7-0 to command CAC lead
.......

by Trey Fitz-Gerald

Sports Editor
The past two weeks have
been a time of trials and tribulations for the Ranger Volleyball team, as they dominated
four Colorado Athletic Conference squads to boost their conference record to 7-0, lost to
one Division I team (Wyoming)
and went 1-3 in the toughest
four matches yet this season.
Those four matches were
played in Portland, Oregon as
partofthePortlandStateShowcase. Number One West Texas
State, #3 host Portland State,
#4 Cal State-Bakersfield, and
#11 Tampa joined the #12
Rangers in this highly competitive mid-season tournament The
Rangers improved on their 0-4
showing in last year' s Showcase.
The Regis women began
the tournament on friday afternoon against Cal-Bakersfield,

losing in 3 games after holding
significant leads in games one
and three. That same night, the
Rangers lost to top-ranked West
Texas State in a tough fivegame match, dropping the fifth
gamebyascoreof15-13. Host
Portland State went 3-1 in the
tourney to tie for first with the
team from Texas. Regis lost to
the Showcase Champions before earning their sole roundrobin victory with a four-game
trouncing of Tampa.
Coach Frank Lavrisha
expected one victory but was
hoping for two. "We wanted to
use the Showcase as a measuring stick for our team. Now we
know how the top five teams in
the country play, and we know
the kind of tempo they keep."
Lavrisha pointed to the
necessity for the Rangers to
"play their strengths better,
including ball-control and servereceive defense," also known
asavoidingsideouts. "We need

to improve on our serve-receive
offense," or the creation of
sideouts. Consistency again is
the key for Regis, as it has been
all season.
At this point in the season,
these teams have played more
competitive schedules. Regis
will definitely be ready in time
fortheNCAADivisionIITournament, however. October home
matches include #14 Metro State
on the 22nd and #2 North Dakota State on the 27th.
On November 1, 2, and 3,
the U.S. Air Force Academy is
holding its own Premier Tourney, a three-day, 24-team
competition in which all teams
either are ranked or have been
ranked in the top 20 this year.
"That tournament may well be
better than the NCAA," says
Coach Lavrisha.
The Rangers' consistency
and 3-1 record in the week before
the Portland State Showcase
contributed to a 15-1, 15-8, 1510 win versus Metro State in a
highly anticipated match. Regis'
rocking of the Roadrunners'
world was big due to the Central Region rankings. Thirdranked Metro State dido' t show
up ready for the fifth-ranked
Rangers, and the new rankings
will reflect the overrating of
Metro. Two nights later, Regis

Intratnural golf tournalllent

provides spirited competition
by Tim O'Leary
Sports Reporter
The sun was shining and
the weather was warm on Sept.
20, creating the perfect atmosphere for a spirited competition. What kind of competition? The only kind of compe-

tition sporting enough to precede aFallFrolic dance. It was
the Golf Tournament sponsored
by the Intramural Sports Council.
Council member Dan Vinnola was the organizer of the
tournament and Budweiser
supplied the give-aways and

Busy Bee
"The Fnendly One"

4922 Lowell Blvd.
One oloc k north of I~70 on Lowell
458·9913

DROP OFF LAUNDRY
*DRY CLEANING

'ATTENDANTS ON
DUTY

ri'Ji
~

4922 Lowell Blvd.
PEN 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. DAILY

prizes. There were eight teams
of two each that participated in
what may very well have been
the most exciting golf tournament in Regis history. Incredible displays of golfing expertise were exhibited on the course.
Drives covered distances
that would make most avid
golfers tum green with envy.
Although almost all players had
noteworthy drives, one stood
out as the drive to end all drives.
Smashed by Jeff Bishop, it
covered more green than I care
to estimate. Bishop also was
the golfer who accomplished
the stroke resting closest to the
pin. An honorable, if not enviable, feat.
All of these accomplishments, however, did not give
Bishop and his teammate the
title of champions. This fell
upon the men with the golden
clubs, Pat O'Toole and K.
Thomas Reinhardt. Their play
redefined what intramural golfing is all about. Only they were
able to keep Jeff Bishop and
John Farley from the ultimate
prize, forcing them to accept
second place.
All of the competitors who
participated played with enthusiasm making the event all that
had been hoped for.

~-;;,:~·««
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overcame this disrespect and
won in four games on the road
against UC-Colorado Springs
in arena Lavrisha calls "the
toughest conference place to
play." Regis dropped the first
game but swept the last three to
run the winning streak to eight
matches.
The succession of wins
ended there, however, as Anna
Suarez sprained her ankle and
the Rangers traveled to Lar amie to play Division I Wyoming with a jumbled lineup.
The Cowgirls won in three, but
if Regis had won the 16-14
second game, the complexion
of the match would have
changed and quite possibly the
outcome.
The Ranger tuneup for the
Portland State tournament came
in the form of the University of
Southern Colorado, a home
match in which Regis destroyed
the Pueblo team 15-1,15-2,153.
Following the Showcase,
the Rangers defeated Denver
University in three straight
games on tuesday night to run
their conference winning streak

to seven. Tonight Regis plays
Colorado Christian University
in Lakewood.
The NCAA all-time record books, as well as the Division II and Regis books, need to
kept open to revision as long as
Irene Arguelles is in action.
She is the Division II leader in
. assists, with 6093, and is one of
only five players in NCAA
history to StnµlSS the 6000 marlc.
Irene only needs 16 service aces
to become the all-time NCAA
leader in that category, while
ranking among the all-time dig
leaders with 1906 digs. She
also has 18 regular season
matches and possibly ten
postseason matches in which to
break the NCAA all-time record of 6596 assists and set an
unbelievable record of 7000.
This chance at 7000 assists exists
as a result of the symbiotic relationship between Irene and
the Regis program. Her ability
to start as a freshman and remain uninjured for four years
and to come in and immediately contribute to an already
established, qua\il'j progtam ~
created her opportunities.

I
I

Regis golf winds
downfall season;
Conley leads team
by Trey Fitz-Gerald

Sports Editor
The Ranger golfteam traveled to Lincoln, Nebraska last
weekend, and performed well
in their only major tournament
of the fall season. The top four
scores added up to 324 to finish
fifteenth out of 31 teams.
Sophomore sensation Marc
Conley shot a three-day total of
228 to grab eighth place out of
124 individuals.
The University of Nebraska
at Kearney hosted the competition, which was plagued by foul
weather. Head Coach Mike
Kramer was pleased with the
outcome, saying "our young
team did well against the tough
competition. We hung in there."
The tournament gave Regis a
chance to see some of the top
Di vision II teams, including the
host squad, Creighton, and
·Nebraska Wesleyan, and it also
gave the top Division II individuals to see Mark Conley.

The cold wind and wet
drizzle weren't enough to stop
him, however. "The conditions
weren't the best for golfing,"
said Regis' number one player,
"because it's hard to swing when
you're wearing a turtleneck, two
sweaters, and a jacket." Conley followed up this top 10 finish with a tie for third place on
monday at Bear Creek Country
Club, where he shot a 79, and
with a win in the tournament at
Rolling Hills Golf Course. The
73 on Tuesday was achieved,
says Conley, "by getting all the
breaks you need for a win" at
Rolling Hills.
In both of the local tournaments, the Regis team fini~hed
sixth out of 12 teams, respectable with room to improve.
'"This is a young team, but we're
competitive and we'll be ready
to defend our CAC title in the
spring" says Coach Kramer. The
fall season ends this coming
weekend at Walking Stick Golf
Club in Pueblo, Colorado.

II
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Ranger women set winning
precedent with quality soccer
by Jack Patterson
Sports Reporter
The Ranger women's soccer team has performed well
beyond expectations in their
1991 campaign, and may break
a the school record for wins in
a season. The women have
improved their season record
to an even 5-5, and· a unblemished 1-0 Colorado Athletic
Conference record.
The Rangers split their
recent series of games in
Greeley, Colorado. The Rangers were upended on Saturday
by Missouri-Saint Louis 3-2.
The loss was salvaged on Sunday with a win over Northeast
Missouri State. Although the
score was 3-2, the Rangers
controlled the game with a fine
display of passing that provided
the Rangers with not only a
win, but also a moral booster
for the team.
Earlier in the week, the

Rangers toppled cross-town rival
Colorado Christian 5-0. The
game was a non-coference game
played in nearby Lakewood on
Wednesday afternoon. This was
an impressive showing for the
Rangers and should mentally
give the Rangers some cofidence going into their CAC
game on Saturday.
Last week the Rangers split
yet another road trip by defeating Texas Christian University
1-0 in Fort Worth, Texas. The
loss was handed to the Rangers
by Division I Tulsa University
4-0. In the win over the Homed
Frogs, the Rangers used good
defense along with just enough
offense to overcome the first
Division I opponent of the season. The lone goal was provided by Debbie Dreiling midway through the second half
that proved to be enough as
goalie Melissa Dewey saved
her third straight shut-out.
This streak began with the

win over Metro State, and continued with the 4-0 shut-out
over Missouri Rolla earlier in
the season. The sophomore has
accumulated four shut-outs midway through the 1991 season.
The Rangers last homestand will be this weekend as the
Rangers willmeetSaintMary's
of the plains on Friday at 4:30,
and meet Colorado Christian
on Saturday at 12:00. The game
on Saturday will be of great
importance for the Rangers for
it is a CAC game. This will be
the last home appearance for
the Rangers for the month.
Later next week, the Rangers will venture into Northern
California with a three game
series. The road trip will feature meetings with Sonoma
State, Chico State, and California-Davis. This should be a
strong test going into the Rangers' final CAC game on Oct.30
against Denver University.

INTRAMURAL STAf\fDINGS

Stagnant offense, tough luck
cause men to drop 3 straight
problem of finishing and could
not manage a goal.
Sports Reporter
The same was true in the
game
on Stmday when Air Force
The men's team has fallen
scored
the lone goal of the game
upon tough luck lately by losearly
in
the second half. This
ing three straight games. The
proved
to
be enough as the
losses have come by narrow
not score a goal
Rangers
could
margins which has hurt the team
against
the
stingy
defense of
a great deal mentally.
the
Falcons.
The losing streak began with
The bright spot to dawn
a3-1 loss to NAIA powerhouse
upon
the Rangers is that they
Sangamon State. The lone goal
are
still
undefeated in conferof the game was credited to
ence
play
with a 2-0 mark. The
freshman Mark Guenther. The
Rangers
have
three more connext two games were against
ference
games
highlighted by
two Division I teams, Air Force,
the
final
home
game of the
and Colorado School of Mines.
season
on
October
23 against
The Rangers were supposed to
Metropolitan
State.
This
is the
face Creighton on Sunday but
only
home
game
remaining
for
injuries forced Creighton to ·
the
Rangers.
cancell.
This weekend, the Rangers
The meeting with Colorado
to Rochester, Minnesota
travel
School of Mines was a loss that
to
participate
in the Central
took a lot of emotion out of the
Region
Invitational
at Oakl31;1d
Rangers, that even showed in
University. The Rangers will
their meeting on Sunday against
face the University of Lock
Air Force. Both of these games
Haven, and also the host Piowere decided by a one goal
margin, but the game on Tues- neers.
Toe Rangers will return from
day against the Orediggers from
their roadtrip to a series of
Golden was particularly tough.
conference games, and one nonThe Rangers outshot the visiconference game. Toe Ione nontas 8-2. The gool that was sand
conference game is against s~te
by · Mines was the only true
rivalFortLewis. Toegamewdl
OPPortunity the Orediggers bad
be played in Durango on Octothe entire game. The Rangers
on the other hand, again had a ber 19.

WOMEN'S FOOTBALL
Rene Marquette-----1-0
Hilda Landry -----1-1
Jody Wissel -----0-1

by Jack Patterson

SOFTBALL BATTLE
Bollinger's Bullies

vs
LaSala's LadyBugs
Series stands at 1-1

MEN'S FOOTBALL
Howard Browne-----4-0
The War Pigs -----3-0
Bear Hanousek-----3-1
Chris Bohn -----2-2
Devil Dogs -----1-3
Chris Brady -----0-2
Paul Martuccio----0-2
BAMF-----0-3
Thunderchickens

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
John Addison -----6-0
Dan Vinnola -----5-0
John Gehan -----4-0
Rich Evans -----3-3
Marc Wyman -----3-3
Ian Nal
-----1-4
Chris Bohn -----1-4
Bill Mrochek -----0-4
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Melman---------------emment during the searches for

During a nine-year rela(cont. from P. 5)
drugs and fruit, etc. From there,
tionship between Melman and
the crew bad no choice, but to
will not only get the honor of Letterman, Melman bas done
travel with the locals on a
meeting Melman in person, but some real wild stunts on the
crowded bus. Melman described
will be awarded a $5,000 tui- show including jumping into
it best when he said, "I traveled
tion certificate at the end of this jello; wearing a velcro suit and
with peons on this bus. It was
being stuck to a velcro wall;
semester.
so crowded and there was hardly
Melman bas been "har- and, most recently, dressing up
room to breathe. It looked like
assed" by David Letterman since as a bird and flying through a
a scene from the Grapes of
bis first appearance on the show p[late of glass window. His
Wrath, even worse. I would
in 1982. Letterman discovered favorite stunt of all is the one take a New York subway durhim, strangely enough, while where he flies through the stuing rush hour over that experireviewing a New York Univer- dio on wires. Melman spoke of
ence any day." By Ecuador,
sity application film done by his disastrous adventure in which tired and frustrated, Melman
Letterman's present staff writ- he was supposed to travel from
asked Letterman if be could
ers. Melman's starring role in New York to the southern tip of
return to New York City. In
the video prompted Letterman Argentina. He never got there spite of bis trip' s mishaps,
to send him a telegram offering because as Melman puts it, "It
Melman still thinks that David
him a job as a frequent visitor was pretty hairy." His touring
Letterman is a "super guy."
on the show. As Melman stated, crew started in a Winnebego,
When Melman realized that
"I thought that the telegram then they had to switch to a car
be was on the phone with a
wasajoke." Melmanappeared which was fine until they got to
Regis student, he asked, "Is there
with Letterman at the Radio Mexico. In Mexico, they had
a Kathy Lee University?" He
City MusicHallthatverynigbt. their car confiscated by the govbeard that Regis was in Denver
and commented, "It is beautiful city with beautiful people
and great mexican food." Although Melman is a ski enthusiast, be does not ski. David
Letterman sent him on ski trip,
but Melman stayed in bis room
most of the time. When be
finally got out and got on some
skis, be couldn' t hardly walk or
stay up on them. The people be
-<!5
was with practically left him on
"'~ '
the
slopes because he was so
,.,
..J~'"
hopeless.
His skiing days were
,
.. ~ w/-t:f~)!/~~/~,,; :
over before they began. Melman still enjoys watching skiers
from a warm lounge, where be
can sip bot chocolate.

·"'

ut with the old, in with the new.

Absurdism returns
with Gilliam's the
'Fisher King'
by Jeff Ryan
Suzff Reporter
Throughout bis training at
New York University's film
school, the Cambridge and
Oxford theater departments, and
bis experience in the American
and British television media,
Terry Gilliam has developed
one of the most controversial
and successful comic forms of
modem entertainment, the
"Python Absurdist Model."
Developed it to its height during his involvement in Monty
Python's Flying Circus, this
comic model is now being
employed in Gilliam's latest
film effort, The Fisher King.
My intention in reviewing
this film is not to sing the praises
of its stars, Robin Williams and
Jeff Bridges (though they certainly deserve them), but rather,
I hope to spread the word about
the return of Python Absurdist
film to the American media.
The Fisher King is easily
one of the best films of the
year, and in my opinion, one of
the best of all time -- joining

the list which includes: Raging Bull, The Killing Fields,
Eraserhead, and Apocalypse
Now.
I strongly recommend The
Fisher King to all audiences as
its absurdist style offers entertainment to every viewer. There
is romance, action, humor, sarcasm, shtick, and history.
To this end, I would now
address what should be expected
from this outstanding film. For
action fans, it offers chases
throughout downtown New
Yorkandgangfights. Forthose
who love romance, there are
two separate but interwoven love
stories. Forintellectualhumorists, there is Freudian, Marxian
and Nietzschean humor. Fans
of surrealism will certainly enjoy
a Grand Central Station ballroom scene. In short, this film
has it all. I highly recommend
seeing it with a friend -- twice.
In the next issue, I will
check out the latest film from
the Cohen brothers as well as a
brief fall movie review. Meanwhile, enjoy the movies!

Chris Campus
1
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Indoor Volleyball
League play begins October 22
Sign-ups begin Monday, October 14 to Friday October 18
Packets due back to Campus Life by
4:30 p.m.--October 18
Play Schedule--Tuesday & Thursday--3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

..t;.,.~
~ ·

Racquetball
'

}

Sign-ups begin October 14 to October 18

1992 BSN
STUDENTil.

4V
~

~ter the Air Force
immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS

Be a part of Regis lntramurals!

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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